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Introduction
I am delighted to present the findings of Deloitte’s 2015 Indirect Tax Survey; our third
survey of indirect tax professionals to gauge their views on their priorities and the current
indirect tax environment.
Our findings continue to demonstrate a number of recent trends. One of these is the
importance of the relationship with HMRC, which for most of our respondents is in good
shape, and stable. Another consistent trend is that indirect tax continues to be a topic of
discussion at board/senior management level and with other stakeholders. Also, indirect
tax professionals continue to rate compliance and improving systems as their top priority.

Indirect tax integration
Stakeholder scrutiny
Base erosion and profit shifting
Top of the ‘to do’ list
What success looks like
About the survey

This year we added some questions on BEPS to the survey. Many of our respondents
report that their organisations have started considering the impact of BEPS, and that the
indirect tax team has been involved.
I am sure you will find the survey results interesting, and I hope you can use them to
support the role you play in your organisation. If you have any comments on the findings,
please contact me or your usual Deloitte adviser.

Kendra Hann
Head of UK Indirect Tax
020 7007 3814
khann@deloitte.co.uk
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8

Education
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9

Retail

Consumer products

About the survey

What is the turnover of the business/
businesses you are responsible for?

Number of respondents

Manufacturing

The boardroom agenda

20

15

Beyond the UK

10

Part of the day job

5

Range of respondents

Which sector does your business operate in?

0

Introduction

Range of respondents

The survey had more than 130 respondents
from a broad range of industries, from SMEs
to large multinationals.

2
2
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Introduction

Part of the day job
How many VAT/GST registrations are you responsible for?

Range of respondents

What proportion of your time do you
estimate is spent on completing and
checking returns?

Part of the day job
Beyond the UK

6%
6%

Relationship with HMRC

9%
10%

78%

Up to 20%

19%

20% to 50%

The boardroom agenda
1 to 5

Indirect tax integration
Stakeholder scrutiny
Base erosion and profit shifting

6 to 10

50%
51%

11 to 50

24%
23%

51 to 100
More than 100

Top of the ‘to do’ list
What success looks like

11%
10%

About the survey

1 to 5

6 to 10

11 to 50

3%
51 to 100

More than 50%

More than 100

Half the respondents are responsible for between 1 and 5 VAT/ GST
registrations. However, a significant number of respondents are
responsible for a larger number of VAT/GST registrations, with
10% responsible for more than 100.
The vast majority spend up to 20% of their time completing and
checking returns.
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Introduction
Range of respondents

Beyond the UK
Are you also responsible for VAT/GST compliance and accounting outside of the UK?
Number of respondents

Europe outside EU

Part of the day job

UK only

56

North America

15

Beyond the UK

34

Middle East

14

China

18

Relationship with HMRC
The boardroom agenda
EU

69

Indirect tax integration

South East Asia

21

Stakeholder scrutiny
Base erosion and profit shifting
India

12

Top of the ‘to do’ list
Africa

What success looks like

23

South America

About the survey

11

Australia & New Zealand

16

Almost 60% answered yes to having
responsibilities outside of the UK, the majority
of these having a European remit, but
significant numbers with responsibilities in
other regions. This is consistent with the
findings from previous surveys, and reinforces
the importance of keeping up-to-date with
global changes in indirect tax law and policy,
with countries continuing to adopt VAT/GST
systems and adapt their existing systems in
line with international norms. Such norms
include, in particular, the International VAT/
GST Guidelines being developed by the OECD.
Two new elements of the Guidelines were
recently released for comment, relating to the
place of taxation of B2C supplies of services
and provisions to support the application of
the Guidelines in practice. The OECD is now in
the process of considering the responses to
this consultation.
Significant changes in the year ahead include
the introduction of GST in Malaysia, the
potential introduction of GST in India,
ongoing changes in China and changes to the
VAT/ GST treatment of electronically supplied
services in a number of jurisdictions.

(For those with responsibilities outside the UK.) How many tax authorities in
countries outside of the UK have you discussed VAT/GST with in the last year?

36%
0

one to four
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Relationship with HMRC

Introduction

How often have you met with HMRC to discuss VAT
in the last 12 months?

Range of respondents
Part of the day job

16%

Beyond the UK

0
one to three

Relationship with HMRC
The boardroom agenda

four or more

56%

28%

Indirect tax integration
Stakeholder scrutiny

What success looks like

Many respondents referred to regular meetings with
HMRC (monthly, quarterly or annually), risk reviews,
and other CRM meetings (such as a handover meeting
for a new CRM). Aside from these regular meetings,
the most often cited reason for a meeting with HMRC
was to discuss partial exemption. Discussions also took
place regarding a number of other issues, including
VAT return queries and changes to business structures
and systems.
Also consistent with the results from previous surveys,
60% of respondents have not received a VAT
assessment from HMRC in the past year.

Base erosion and profit shifting
Top of the ‘to do’ list

Over 70% of respondents have met with HMRC to
discuss VAT in the past year. This is consistent with
previous survey results.

How many VAT assessments have you received from
HMRC in the last 12 months?

About the survey

10%
32%

0
one to three
four or more

58%
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Introduction

Relationship with HMRC continued
How would you currently describe your relationship with HMRC?

Range of respondents

It is encouraging that 80% have either a good
or excellent relationship with HMRC – the
same figure as reported in last year’s survey.

Part of the day job
Beyond the UK
Relationship with HMRC
The boardroom agenda

Similarly, the consistency of the relationship is
very similar to last year’s figures.

16%

4%
Poor

Average

There has been a slight increase in those
saying that their relationship with HMRC has
deteriorated in the last year. Some of the
commentary around this related to changes in
personnel at HMRC and lack of resources.

Indirect tax integration
Stakeholder scrutiny
Base erosion and profit shifting
Top of the ‘to do’ list
What success looks like
About the survey

Where the relationship was consistently
positive, or had improved, this was often
attributed to ongoing and open dialogue,
especially with a CRM who knew the business
and/ or the industry.

21%

59%
Good

Excellent

How does your current relationship with HMRC compare to
the last 12 months?

11%

75%

14%

Worse

Stayed the same

Better
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The boardroom agenda

Introduction

Has VAT/ GST been discussed by the board or
senior management in the last year?

Range of respondents

Consistent with results from previous years, a
significant majority of respondents report that
VAT/ GST has been discussed by the board or
senior management in the past year.

Part of the day job
Beyond the UK
Relationship with HMRC

Yes

The boardroom agenda

67%

Indirect tax integration
Stakeholder scrutiny
Base erosion and profit shifting
Top of the ‘to do’ list
What success looks like
About the survey

No

14%

There are definite themes in the topics
discussed at boardroom/ senior management
level. HMRC’s policy on the VAT treatment of
holding companies, the implications of the
Skandia case about VAT grouping, managing
compliance risk (including SAO and the use of
technology), and managing partial exemption
were all topics cited by a number of
respondents. Other issues of concern include:
managing business acquisitions and
restructuring, managing VAT claims (such as
TNT, Linneweber and GMAC) and dealing with
specific one-off issues, such as the 2015 place
of supply changes and the implementation of
the new prompt payment discount rules.

Don’t know

19%
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Introduction

Indirect tax integration
How well is indirect tax integrated within your business?

Range of respondents

There has been little change over the past
year in the level of indirect tax integration.
It is encouraging that 80% feel there is at least
some integration. However, the majority are
of the view that integration is ‘adequate’,
which raises the question of whether
‘adequate’ is sufficient.

Part of the day job
Beyond the UK
Relationship with HMRC
The boardroom agenda

6%
20%

Indirect tax integration

9%

17%
1 to 5
6 to 10

Stakeholder scrutiny
Base erosion and profit shifting

24%

11 to 50
51 to 100

51%

More than 100

Integration with the rest of the business helps
ensure that indirect tax is a fundamental part
of the organisation’s decision-making process
– it also provides opportunities for indirect tax
professionals to be involved in the wider
business.

Top of the ‘to do’ list
What success looks like
About the survey

10%63%
Well integrated (you are confident that indirect tax issues are a
key consideration in the operations of the business)
Adequate (you think that indirect tax is considered by the rest of
the business)
Limited (indirect tax is rarely considered by the rest
of the business)
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Stakeholder scrutiny

Introduction

In the last 12 months, have you been asked to justify your business’s indirect tax
strategy to any of the following internal stakeholders? Please select all that apply.

50

40

30

Number of respondents

20

10

0

Range of respondents
Part of the day job
Beyond the UK
Relationship with HMRC
The boardroom agenda
Indirect tax integration

46

Not been asked

44

Employees outside
of tax function

41

Employees inside of
the tax function

Stakeholder scrutiny
Base erosion and profit shifting
Top of the ‘to do’ list

39

Commercial teams

35

Board members

What success looks like
About the survey

8

Non-executive Directors

Other stakeholder

Investor relations

Over 60% of respondents have been asked to
justify their indirect tax strategy over the last
year. Whilst the overall result is very similar to
last year, interestingly, for those that have
been asked, they seem to be getting questions
from a broader range of stakeholders. There
has been a significant increase in interest from
employees inside and outside the tax function,
commercial teams and board members.

6
4
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Introduction

Base Erosion and Profit Shifting
Has your business started considering the potential impact of BEPS?

Range of respondents
Part of the day job

15%

17%

Beyond the UK

Yes, we have looked at the
impact in some detail

Relationship with HMRC

Yes, we have started
considering the impact

The boardroom agenda

17%

No
Don’t know

Indirect tax integration

51%

Stakeholder scrutiny
Base erosion and profit shifting
Top of the ‘to do’ list

Around two-thirds of respondents say that
their organisation has started to look at the
impact of BEPS and in the majority of cases,
the indirect tax team have been involved.
The proportion of respondents that have
started considering the potential impact of
BEPS compares favourably with the figures in
Deloitte’s recent European Tax Survey, in
which 69% of respondents reported that they
had not started planning for the impact of
likely changes resulting from the BEPS action
plan – although in the UK, 57% said that
planning had started.

To what extent has this involved the indirect tax team?

What success looks like
About the survey

8%

22%

The indirect tax team has been
closely involved
The indirect tax team’s
involvement has been limited

35%

The indirect tax team has not
been involved
Don’t know

35%
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Base Erosion and Profit Shifting continued

Introduction

What do you see the main indirect tax implications as being?
Please select all that apply.

50

40

30

20

Number of respondents

10

0

Range of respondents
Part of the day job
Beyond the UK
Relationship with HMRC
The boardroom agenda
Indirect tax integration

Changes to
compliance process

32

Don’t know

31

Stakeholder scrutiny
Base erosion and profit shifting
Top of the ‘to do’ list

48

Impact on place
of taxation

Impact on supply chain

No implications

What success looks like

22
21

About the survey
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100

0

Range of respondents

80

For the next 12 months, please select the top 3 of the following VAT/ GST
priorities for which you are responsible?

60

Introduction

40

Top of the ‘to do’ list
20




Number who put priority as one of the top three

Part of the day job
Beyond the UK

90

Compliance

Relationship with HMRC

72

Improving systems

The boardroom agenda
Indirect tax integration

43

Increasing the profile of
indirect tax within the
business

Stakeholder scrutiny
Base erosion and profit shifting
Top of the ‘to do’ list

31

Reducing tax paid

29

Dealing with VAT
in the EU

What success looks like
About the survey

23

Dealing with VAT/GST
outside the EU

Other (please specify)

In terms of other priorities faced, not surprisingly, some of the issues discussed with the
board/ senior management were also
mentioned here, including HMRC’s review of
the VAT treatment of holding companies,
partial exemption, and managing the VAT
implications of changes to the organisation.

26

Cash flow management

Improving relationships
with tax authorities

Unsurprisingly, compliance and improving
systems remain top priorities for respondents.
Managing costs and cashflow is also an
important priority, with ‘reducing tax paid’ and
‘cash flow management’ both featuring as
important issues for respondents.

15
9
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What are the top 3 indicators of success for VAT/ GST in your business?

80

Timely and accurate
submission of
VAT/GST returns

67

Certainty around tax
liabilities and penalties

54

Good relationships with
the tax authority

Indirect tax integration
Stakeholder scrutiny
Base erosion and profit shifting

53

Integrating with the
business and its strategy

Improving cash flow

It can be seen that maintaining the high
quality of the relationship with HMRC (as
reported earlier in the survey) is an important
measure of success for respondents.
Integration with the wider business is also
seen as an important indicator of success.

33

Reducing the total
business cost of
compliance

About the survey

There is a great deal of consistency with the
results from last year’s survey, demonstrating
that respondents measure their success on
submitting accurate and timely returns and
minimising the risk of penalties.

35

Reducing of
bottom line costs

Top of the ‘to do’ list
What success looks like

80

The boardroom agenda

70

Number who put priority as one of the top three

Beyond the UK
Relationship with HMRC

60

50

40

30

Part of the day job

20

0

Range of respondents

10

Introduction

What success looks like

20
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About the survey

Introduction

This is the third survey of UK indirect tax professionals that Deloitte has carried out. More than 130 tax professionals participated,
with over 70% working in companies with a turnover in excess of £500 million. The survey was conducted in November and
December 2014.

Range of respondents
Part of the day job
Beyond the UK
Relationship with HMRC
The boardroom agenda
Indirect tax integration
Stakeholder scrutiny
Base erosion and profit shifting
Top of the ‘to do’ list
What success looks like
About the survey
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